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Abstract.  Veličko [4] introduced the notions of  open-δ  sets and  closure-δ .  In this paper, we 
introduce some weak separation axioms by utilizing  open-δ  sets and the closure-δ  operator. 

 
 
1.    Introduction 
 
Throughout this paper, ),( τX  and ),( σY (or X and Y) denote topological spaces.                
A subset A of a topological space X is said to be regular open (resp. regular closed) if  

))(( AClIntA = ,)))((resp.( AIntClA = where )(AInt and )(ACl  the interior and the 
closure of a set A.  A point Xx ∈  is called the cluster-δ point of A if ∅≠∩UA  for 
every regular open set U of X containing x.  The set of all cluster-δ points of A is called 
the closure-δ of A, denoted by .)(AClδ   A subset A is called closed-δ  if  .)(AClA δ=   
The complement of a  closed-δ  sets is called .-openδ   We denote the collection of all 

open-δ  (resp. closed-δ ) sets by ),( τΟδ X (resp. .)),( τδ XC  A set U is a 
odneighborho-δ  of a point  x  if  U is open-δ  such that .Ux ∈  

 
Lemma 1.1. Intersection of arbitrary of closed-δ  sets in ),( τX is .-closedδ  
 
In what follows, ),( τX  is a regular topological space. 
 
Corollary 1.2. Let A be a subset of a topological space ,),( τX  

.}),({)( FAXCFACl ⊂∈∩= τδδ  
 
Corollary 1.3. )(AClδ  is ,-closedδ that is .)())(( AClAClCl δδδ =  
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Lemma 1.4. For subsets A and )( IiAi ∈ of a space ,),( τX  the following hold: 

(1) .)(AClA δ⊂  
(2) If ,BA ⊂  then .)()( BClACl δδ ⊂  
(3) .}:)({}):{( IiAClIiACl ii ∈⊂∈ δδ II  
(4) .}:)({}):{( IiAClIiACl ii ∈=∈ δδ UU  
 
 
2.  δ  D-sets and associated separation axioms 
 
Definition 1. A subset A of a topological space X is called a setsD-δ  if there are two 
U, ),( τΟδ XV ∈  such that XU ≠ and .VUA −=  
 
 Clearly every δ-open set U different from X  is a set-Dδ  if  UA =  and ∅=V . 
 
Definition 2. A topological space ),( τX  is called 0-Dδ  if for any distinct pair of 
points x and y of X there exists a setD-δ of X containing x but not y or a setD-δ of X 
containing y but not x. 
 
Definition 3. A topological space ),( τX  is called 1-Dδ  if for any distinct pair of 
points x and y of X there exists a setD-δ  of X containing x but not y and a setD-δ of X 
containing y but not x. 
 
Definition 4. A topological space ),( τX  is called 2-Dδ  if for any distinct pair of 
points x and y of X there exists disjoint setsD-δ  G and E of X containing x and y, 
respectively. 
 
Definition 5. A topological space ),( τX  is called ]2[- 0Tδ  if for any distinct pair of 
points in X, there is a δ-open set containing one of the points but not the other. 
 
Definition 6. A topological space ),( τX  is called ]2[- 1Tδ  if for any distinct pair of 
points x and y in X, there is a δ-open U in X containing x but not y and a δ-open set V in 
X containing y but not x.  
 
Definition 7. A topological space ),( τX  is called ]2[- 2Tδ  if for any distinct pair of 
points x and y in X, there exist δ-open sets U and V in X containing x and  y, respectively, 
such that .∅=∩VU  
 
Remark 2.1. (i) If  ),( τX  is ,- iTδ  then it  is .2,1,- 1 =− iTiδ  
(ii) Obviously, if ),( τX  is ,- iTδ  then ),( τX  is  .2,1,0,- =iDiδ  
(iii) If ),( τX  is ,- iDδ  then it is .2,1,- 1 =− iDiδ  
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Theorem 2.2. For a topological space ),( τX  the following statements are true: 

(1) ),( τX  is 0-Dδ  if and only if it is 0-Tδ . 
(2) ),( τX  is 1-Dδ  if and only if it is 2-Dδ . 
 
Proof. (1) The sufficiency is stated in Remark 2.1(ii).  To prove necessity, let ),( τX  
be 0-Dδ .  Then for each distinct pair ,, Xyx ∈  at least one of ,, yx say x,  belongs to a 

set-Dδ  G but .Gy ∉   Let 21 \ UUG =  where XU ≠1  and  .),(, 21 τΟδ XUU ∈   
Then ,1Ux ∈  and for Gy ∉  we have two cases:  (a) 1Uy ∉ ; (b)  1Uy ∈  and 

2Uy ∈ . 
 In case (a), 1Ux ∈  but 1Uy ∉ ; 
 In case (b), 2Uy ∈  but 2Ux ∉ .  Hence X  is 0-Tδ . 
(2) Sufficiency.  Remark 2.1(iii). 
 Necessity.  Suppose X .- 1Dδ   Then for each distinct pair ,, Xyx ∈  we                              
have sets-Dδ 21, GG  such that .,;; 2211 GxGyGyGx ∉∈∉∈  Let  

.\,\ 432211 UUGUUG ==   From ,2Gx ∉  it follows that either 3Ux ∉  or     

3Ux ∈  and .4Ux ∈   We discuss the two cases separately. 
 (1) .3Ux ∉   By 1Gy ∉  we have two subcases: 
  (a) .1Uy ∉   From ,\ 21 UUx ∈  it follows that )(\ 321 UUUx ∪∈                  

and by 43 \ UUy ∈  we have .)(\ 413 UUUy ∪∈  Therefore 
.)(\())(\( 413321 ∅=∪∩∪ UUUUUU  

  (b) 1Uy ∈  and .2Uy ∈  We have .,\ 221 UyUUx ∈∈  
.)\( 221 ∅=∩ UUU  

 (2) 3Ux ∈  and .4Ux ∈   We have .,\ 443 UxUUy ∈∈  .)\( 443 ∅=∩ UUU   
Therefore X is .- 2Dδ  

 
Corollary 2.3.  If ),( τX  is ,- 1Dδ  then it is .- 0Tδ  

 
Theorem 2.4. A topological space ),( τX  is 0-Tδ  if and only if for each pair of distinct 
points x, y of X, .})({})({ yClxCl

δδ ≠  
 
Proof. Sufficiency:  Suppose that  x, yxXy ≠∈ ,  and .})({})({ yClxCl δδ ≠   Let          
z be a point of X such that })({xClz δ∈  but .})({yClz δ∉   We claim that 

.})({yClx δ∉   For, if })({yClx δ∈  then .})({})({ yClxCl δδ ⊂   This contradicts the 

fact that  .})({yClz δ∉   Consequently x belongs to the δ-open set cyCl })]({[ δ  to which 
y does not belong. 
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 Necessity:  Let ),( τX  be a 0-Tδ  space and x, y be any two distinct points of X.  

There exists a δ-open set G containing x or y, say x but not y.  Then cG  is a δ-closed                      
set which does not contain x but contains y.  Since })({yClδ  is the smallest δ-closed               

set containing y (Corollary 1.2), ,})({ cGyCl ⊂δ  and therefore .})({yClx δ∉   
Consequently .})({})({ yClxCl δδ ≠  
 
Theorem 2.5. A topological space ),( τX  is 1-Tδ  if and only if the singletons are              
δ-closed sets. 
 
Proof. Let ),( τX  be 1-Tδ  and x any point of X.  Suppose .}{ cxy ∈   Then yx ≠  
and so there exists a δ-open set yU  such that yUy ∈  but .yUx ∉   Consequently 

c
y xUy }{⊂∈  i.e., }}{/{}{ c

y
c xyUx ∈= U  which is δ-open.   

 Conversely.  Suppose }{p  is δ-closed for every .Xp ∈   Let Xyx ∈,  with 

.yx ≠   Now yx ≠  implies .}{ cxy ∈   Hence cx}{   is a δ-open set containing y but 

not x.  Similarly cy}{  is a δ-open set containing x but not y.  Accordingly X is a 1-Tδ  
space.  
 
Definition 8. A point Xx ∈  which has X as the unique δ-neighborhood is called            
δ-neat point. 
 
Theorem 2.6. For a 0-Tδ  topological space ),( τX  the following are equivalent: 

(1) ),( τX  is 1-Dδ ; 
(2) ),( τX  has no δ-neat point. 

 
Proof. ).2()1( →   Since ),( τX  is ,- 1Dδ  then each point x of X is contained in a           

set-Dδ  VU −=Ο  and thus in U.  By definition .XU ≠   This implies that x is not a 
δ-neat point. 
 .)1()2( →   If X is ,- 0Tδ  then for each distinct pair of points ,, Xyx ∈  at least 
one of them, x (say) has a δ -neighborhood U containing x and not y.  Thus U which is 
different from X  is a .set-Dδ   If  X has no  δ-neat point, then y is not a δ -neat point.  
This means that there exists a δ-neighborhood V of y such that .XV ≠   Thus 

)( UVy −∈  but not  x and UV −  is a  .set-Dδ   Hence X is .- 1Dδ  
 
Remark 2.7. It is clear that a 0-Tδ topological space ),( τX  is not 1-Dδ if and only if 
there is a unique δ -neat point in X.  It is unique because if  x and y are both δ -neat point 
in X, then at least one of them say x has a δ-neighborhood U containing x but not y.            
But this is a contradiction since .XU ≠  
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Definition 9. A topological space ),( τX  is δ-symmetric if for x and y in X, 
})({yClx δ∈  implies .})({xCly δ∈  

 
Definition 10. A subset A of a topological space ),( τX  is called a 

closeddgeneralize --),( δδ  set [1] (briefly )--),( closedgδδ  if UACl ⊂)(δ whenever 
UA ⊂  and U is δ-open in .),( τX  

 
Lemma 2.8. Every δ-closed set is .--),( closedgδδ  
 
Theorem 2.9. A topological space ),( τX  is δ-symmetric if and only if }{x  is 

closedg--),( δδ  for each .Xx ∈  
 
Proof. Assume that })({yClx δ∈ but .})({xCly δ∉   This means that cxCl })]({[ δ  

contains y.  This implies that })({yClδ  is a subset of  cxCl })]({[ δ .  Now cxCl })]({[ δ  
contains x which is a contradiction. 
 Conversely, suppose that ),(}{ τδ XEx ∈⊂  but })({xClδ is not a subset of E.  

This means that })({xClδ and cE  are not disjoint.  Let y belongs to their intersection.  

Now we have })({yClx δ∈  which is a subset of cE  and .Ex ∉   But this is a 
contradiction. 
 
Corollary 2.10. If a topological space ),( τX  is a 1-Tδ  space, then it is δ-symmetric. 
 
Proof. In a 1-Tδ space, singleton sets are δ-closed (Theorem 2.5) and therefore 

closedg--),( δδ (Lemma 2.8).  By Theorem 2.9, the space is δ-symmetric. 
 
Corollary 2.11. For a topological space ),( τX  the following are equivalent: 

(1) ),( τX  is δ-symmetric and ;T0-δ  
(2) ),( τX  is .- 1Tδ  
 
Proof. By Corollary 2.10 and Remark 2.1 it suffices to prove only ).2()1( →   Let 

yx ≠  and by  ,- 0Tδ  we may assume that cyGx }{1 ⊂∈  for some .),(1 τΟδ XG ∈   
Then })({yClx δ∉  and hence .})({xCly δ∉   There exists a ),(2 τΟδ XG ∈ such that 

cxGy }{2 ⊂∈  and  ),( τX  is a 1-Tδ  space. 
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Theorem 2.12. For a δ-symmetric topological space ),( τX  the following are 
equivalent: 
(1) ),( τX  is ;- 0Tδ  
(2) ),( τX is ;- 1Dδ  
(3) ),( τX is .- 1Tδ  
 
Proof. )3()1( → :  Corollary 2.11. 

)1()2()3( →→ :  Remark 2.1. 
 
Definition 11. A function ),(),(: στ YXf →  is said to be δ -continuous [3] if for 
each Xx ∈ and each regular open set V containing ,)(xf  there is a regular open set U 
in X containing x such that .)( VUf ⊂  
 
Remark 2.13. In 1980, Noiri [3] proved that a function ),(),(: στ YXf →  is            
δ-continuous if and only if the inverse image of each δ  -open set is δ-open. 
 
Theorem 2.14. If  ),(),(: στ YXf →  is a δ-continuous surjective function and E           
is a setD-δ in Y, then the inverse image of E is a setD-δ in X. 
 
Proof.  Let E be a set-Dδ  in Y.  Then there are δ-open sets 1U  and 2U                               

in Y such that 21 \ UUE =  and .1 YU ≠   By the δ -continuity of  f,  )( 1
1 Uf −  and 

)( 2
1 Uf −  are δ-open in X.  Since ,1 YU ≠  we have .)( 1

1 XUf ≠−  Hence 

)(\)()( 2
1

1
11 UfUfEf −−− =  is a  .set-Dδ  

 
Theorem 2.15. If ),( σY  is 1-Dδ and ),(),(: στ YXf →  is δ-continuous and 
bijective, then ),( τX  is .- 1Dδ  
 
Proof. Suppose that Y  is a 1-Dδ space.  Let x and y be any pair of distinct points in X.  
Since f is injective and Y is ,- 1Dδ  there exist sets-Dδ zG  and yG  of Y containing 

)(xf  and )(yf  respectively, such that zGyf ∉)(  and .)( yGxf ∉   By Theorem 2.14, 

)(1
zGf −  and )(1

yGf −  are sets-Dδ  in X containing x and y, respectively.  This implies 

that  X  is a 1-Dδ space. 
 
Theorem 2.16. A topological space ),( τX  is 1-Dδ  if and only if for each                     
pair of distinct points ,, Xyx ∈  there exists a δ-continuous surjective function 

,),(),(: στ YXf →  where Y is a 1-Dδ  space such that )(xf  and )(yf  are distinct. 
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Proof. Necessity.  For every pair of distinct points of X, it suffices to take  the identity 
function on X.   
Sufficiency.  Let x and y be any pair of  distinct points in X.  By hypothesis, there exists a 
δ-continuous, surjective function f of a space X onto a 1-Dδ  space Y  such that 

.)()( yfxf ≠   Therefore, there exist disjoint sets-Dδ xG  and yG  in Y such that 

xGxf ∈)(  and .)( yGyf ∈   Since f  is δ-continuous and surjective, by Theorem 2.14, 

)(1
xGf −  and )(1

yGf −  are disjoint sets-Dδ  in X containing x and y, respectively.  

Hence by Theorem 2.2,  X  is 1-Dδ space. 
 
 
3. Sober 0R-δ  spaces 
 
Definition 12. Let A be a subset of topological space X.  The δ-kernel of A, denoted by 

)(AKerδ  is defined to be the set .}),({)( ΟτΟδΟδ ⊂∈∩= AXAKer  
 
Lemma 3.1. Let ),( τX  be a topological space and .Xx ∈   Then 

.}})({/{)( ∅≠∩∈= AxClXxAKer δδ  
 
Proof. Let )(AKerx δ∈  and suppose .})({ ∅=∩ AxClδ   Hence cxClx })]({[ δ∉  
which is a δ-open set containing A.  This is absurd, since .)(AKerx δ∈   Consequently, 

.})({ ∅≠∩ AxClδ   Next, let ∅≠∩ AxCl })({δ  and  suppose that .)(AKerx δ∉  
Then, there exists a δ-open set D containing A and .Dx ∉   Let .})({ AxCly ∩∈ δ   
Hence, D is a δ-neighborhood of  y  which .Dx ∉   By this contradiction )(AKerx δ∈  
and the claim. 
 
Definition 13. A topological space ),( τX  is said to be  sober 0-Rδ  if 

.})({ ∅=∩ ∈ xClXx δ  
 
Therefore 3.2. A topological space ),( τX  is sober 0-Rδ  if and only if 

XxKer ≠})({δ  for every .Xx ∈  
 
Proof. Suppose that the space ),( τX  be sober 0-Rδ .  Assume that there is a point  y 
in X  such that  .})({ XyKer =δ   Then Ο∉y  which Ο  is some proper δ-open subset of 
X.   This implies that  .})({xCly Xx δ∈∩∈   But this is a contradiction. 
 Now assume that  XxKer ≠})({δ  for every .Xx ∈   If there exists a point y in X  
such that ,})({xCly Xx δ∈∩∈  then every δ-open set containing y must contain every 
point of X.  This implies that the space X is the unique δ-open set containing y.               
Hence XyKer =})({δ  which is a contradiction.  Therefore ),( τX  is sober .- 0Rδ  
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Definition 14. A function YXf →:  is called always δ-closed if the image of every 
δ-closed subset of X is δ-closed in Y. 
 
Theorem 3.3. If YXf →:  is an bijective always δ-closed function and X is sober 

,- 0Rδ  then Y is sober .- 0Rδ  
 
Proof. Straightforward. 
 
Theorem 3.4. If the topological space X is sober 0-Rδ and Y is any topological 
space, then the product YX ×  is sober .- 0Rδ  
 
Proof.   By showing that ∅=∩ ×∈ }),({),( yxClYXyx δ  we are done.  We have: 

 
 }))({})({(}),({ ),(),( yClxClyxCl YXyxYXyx δδδ ×∩⊆∩ ×∈×∈  

                                             .})({})({ ∅=×∅⊆∩×∩= ∈∈ YyClxCl YyXx δδ  
 
 
4. 0R-δ  spaces and  1R-δ  spaces 
 
Definition 15. A topological space ),( τX  is said to be 0-Rδ space [1]  if every            
δ-open set contains the δ-closure of each of its singletons. 
 
Definition 16. A topological space ),( τX  is said to be 1-Rδ  if  for  x, Xiny   with 

,})({})({ yClxCl δδ ≠  there exist disjoint δ-open sets U and V such that })({xClδ  is a 
subset of U and })({yClδ is a subset of V. 
 
Lemma 4.1. Let ),( τX  be a topological space and .Xx ∈   Then })({xKery δ∈  if 
and only if .})({yClx δ∈  
 
Proof. Suppose that .})({xKery δ∉  Then there exists a δ -open set V containing x such 
that .Vy ∉   Therefore we have .})({yClx δ∉   The proof of converse case can be done 
similarly. 
 
Lemma 4.2. The following statements are equivalent for any points x and y in a 
topological space ),( τX : 

(1) })({})({ yKerxKer δδ ≠ ; 
(2) })({})({ yClxCl δδ ≠ . 
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Proof. :)2()1( →   Suppose that ,})({})({ yKerxKer δδ ≠  then there exists a point  z 
in X such that })({xKerz δ∈  and .})({yKerz δ∉   From })({xKerz δ∈  it follows                  
that ∅≠∩ })({}{ zClx δ  which implies .})({zClx δ∈   By ,})({yKerz δ∉                      
we have .})({}{ ∅=∩ zCly δ   Since }),({zClx δ∈  })({})({ zClxCl δδ ⊂  and 

.})({}{ ∅=∩ xCly δ   Therefore it follows that .})({})({ yClxCl δδ ≠   Now 
})({})({ yKerxKer δδ ≠  implies that .})({})({ yClxCl δδ ≠  

:)1()2( →   Suppose that .})({})({ yClxCl δδ ≠   Then there exists a point  z in X such 
that  })({xClz δ∈  and .})({yClx δ∉   Then there exists a δ-open set containing z and 
therefore x but not y, namely, .})({xKery δ∉   Hence .})({})({ yKerxKer δδ ≠  
 
Theorem 4.3. If ),( τX  is ,- 1Rδ  then ),( τX  is .- 0Rδ  
 
Proof. Let U be δ-open and .Ux ∈   If  ,Uy ∉  then since ,})({yClx δ∉  

.})({})({ yClxCl δδ ≠   Hence, there exists a δ-open  yV   such that yVyCl ⊂})({δ  and 

,yVx ∉  which implies .})({xCly δ∉  Thus .})({ UxCl ⊂δ   Therefore ),( τX  is 

0-Rδ . 
 
Theorem 4.4. A topological space ),( τX  is 1-Rδ  if and only if for 

,})({})({,, yKerxKerXyx δδ ≠∈ there exist disjoint δ-open sets U and V such that 
UxCl ⊂})({δ and .})({ VyCl ⊂δ  

 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 4.2. 
 
Theorem 4.5. A topological space ),( τX  is a 0-Rδ  space if and only if for any x  and 
y  in X, })({})({ yClxCl δδ ≠  implies .})({})({ ∅=∩ yClxCl δδ  
 
Proof. Suppose that ),( τX  is 0-Rδ and x, Xy ∈  such that .})({})({ yClxCl δδ ≠   
Then, there exist })({xClz δ∈  such that })({yClz δ∉  (or })({yClz δ∈ ) such that 

.})({xClz δ∉   There exists ),( τδ XOV ∈  such that Vy ∉ and ;Vz ∈  hence .Vx ∈   

Therefore, we have .})({yClx δ∉   Thus ,),(})]({[ τδδ XOyClx c ∈∈ which implies 
cyClxCl })]({[})({ δδ ⊂  and .})({})({ ∅=∩ yClxCl δδ   the proof for otherwise is 

similar. 
 Sufficiency:  Let ),( τδ XOV ∈  and let .Vx ∈   We still show that .})({ VxCl ⊂δ   

Let ,Vy ∉  i.e., .][ cVy ∈   Then yx ≠  and .})({yClx δ∉   This shows that 
.})({})({ yClxCl δδ ≠   By assumption, .})({})({ ∅=∩ yClxCl δδ   Hence 

.})({xCly δ∉   Therefore .})({ VxCl ⊂δ  
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Theorem 4.6. A topological space ),( τX  is a 0-Rδ  space if and only if for any points 
x and y in X, })({})({ yKerxKer δδ ≠ implies .})({})({ ∅=∩ yKerxKer δδ  
 
Proof. Suppose that ),( τX  is a 0-Rδ  space.  Thus by Lemma 4.2. for any                    
points x and  y in  X  if })({})({ yKerxKer δδ ≠ then .})({})({ yClxCl δδ ≠                   
Now we prove that .})({})({ ∅=∩ yKerxKer δδ  Assume that 

.})({})({ yKerxKerz δδ ∩∈   By })({xKerz δ∈  and Lemma 4.1, it follows that 
.})({zClx δ∈   Since ,})({xClx δ∈  by Theorem 4.5 .})({})({ zClxCl δδ =      

Similarly, we have .})({})({})({ xClzClyCl δδδ ==   This is a contradiction.  
Therefore, we have .})({})({ ∅=∩ yKerxKer δδ  
 Conversely, let  ),( τX  be a topological space such that for any points x and                      
y in X, ,})({})({ yClxCl δδ ≠  then by Lemma 4.2, .})({})({ yKerxKer δδ ≠                  
Hence by hypothesis ∅=∩ })({})({ yKerxKer δδ  which implies         

.})({})({ ∅=∩ yClxCl δδ   Because })({xClz δ∈  implies that })({zKerx δ∈  and 
therefore .})({})({ ∅≠∩ zKerxKer δδ   Therefore by Theorem 4.5 ),( τX  is a             

0-Rδ  space. 
 
Theorem 4.7. For a topological space ,),( τX  the following properties are equivalent: 

(1) ),( τX  is a 0-Rδ  space; 
(2) For any ∅≠A  and ),( τδ XOG ∈  such that ,∅≠∩ GA  there 
 exists ),( τδ XCF ∈  such that ∅≠∩ FA  and GF ⊂ ; 
(3) Any }),({,),( GFXCFGXOG ⊂∈∪=∈ τδτδ ; 

(4) Any }),({),,( GFXOGFXCF ⊂∈∩=∈ τδτδ ; 
(5) For any .})({})({, xKerxClXx δδ ⊂∈  
 
Proof. :)2()1( →   Let A be a nonempty set of X  and ),( τδ XOG ∈  such that 

.∅≠∩ GA   There exists .GAx ∩∈  Since .})({,),( GxClXOGx ⊂∈∈ δτδ   Set 
,})({xClF δ=  then GFXCF ⊂∈ ,),( τδ  and .∅≠∩ FA  

:)3()2( →  Let ,),( τδ XOG ∈  then .}),({ GFXCFG ⊂∈∪⊃ τδ   Let x be any 
point of  G.   There exists ),( τδ XCF ∈  such that Fx ∈  and .GF ⊂   Therefore, we 
have }),({ GFXCFFx ⊂∈∪⊂∈ τδ  and hence .}),({ GFXCFG ⊂∈∪= τδ  

:)4()3( →  This is obvious. 
:)5()4( →   Let x be any of x and }).({xKery δ∉  There exists                       

),( τδ XOV ∈  such that Vx ∈  and Vy ∉ ; hence .})({ ∅=∩VyClδ   By (4) 
∅=∩⊂∈∩ VGyClXOG })})({),({( δτδ  and there exists ),( τδ XOG ∈  such that 
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Gx ∉  and .})({ GyCl ⊂δ   Therefore, ∅=∩ GxCl })({δ  and .})({xCly δ∉   
Consequently, we obtain .})({})({ xKerxCl δδ ⊂  

:)1()5( →   Let ),( τδ XOG ∈  and .Gx ∈   Suppose ,}{xKery δ∈  then }{yClx δ∈  
and .Gy ∈   This implies that .})({})({ GxKerxCl ⊂⊂ δδ   This shows that ),( τX  is a 

0-Rδ  space. 
 
Corollary 4.8. For a topological space ,),( τX  the following properties are 
equivalent: 
(1) ),( τX  is a 0-Rδ space; 
(2) })({})({ xKerxCl δδ = for all .Xx ∈  
 
Proof. :)2()1( →   Suppose that ),( τX  is a 0-Rδ space.  By Theorem 4.7, 

})({})({ xKerxCl δδ =  for each .Xx ∈   Let ,})({xKery δ∈ then })({yClx δ∈ and by 
Theorem 4.5 .})({})({ yClxCl δδ =   Therefore, })({xCly δ∈  and hence 

.})({})({ xClxKer δδ ⊂   This shows that }).({})({ xKerxCl δδ =  
:)1()2( →   This is obvious by  Theorem 4.7. 

 
Theorem 4.9. For a topological space ),( τX , the following properties are  
equivalent: 
(1) ),( τX  is a 0-Rδ  space; 
(2) })({yClx δ∈  if and only if ,})({xCly δ∈ for any points x and y in X. 
 
Proof. :)2()1( →   Assume that X is .- 0Rδ  Let })({yClx δ∈ and D be any                
δ-open set such that .Dy ∈   Now by hypothesis, .Dx ∈   Therefore, every δ-open set 
which  contain y contains x.  Hence .})({xCly δ∈  

:)1()2( →   Let U be a δ-open set and .Ux ∈   If ,Uy ∉  then })({yClx δ∉  and 
hence .})({xCly δ∉   This implies that .})({ UxCl ⊂δ   Hence ),( τX  is .- 0Rδ  
 
 We observed that by Definition 9 and Theorem 4.9 the notions of δ-symmetric and 

0-Rδ are equivalent. 
 
Theorem 4.10. For a topological space ,),( τX  the following properties are 
equivalent: 
(1) ),( τX  is a 0-Rδ space; 
(2) If F is δ-closed, then )(FKerF δ= ; 
(3) If F is δ-closed and ,Fx ∈  then FxKer ⊂})({δ ; 
(4) If ,Xx ∈  then .})({})({ xClxKer δδ ⊂  
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Proof. :)2()1( →   Let F be δ-closed and .Fx ∉   Thus FX −  is δ-open and 
contains x.  Since ),( τX  is ,- 0Rδ .})({ FXxCl −⊂δ   Thus ∅=∩ FxCl })({δ  and 
by Lemma 3.1 .)(FKerx δ∉   Therefore .)( FFKer =δ  

:)3()2( →   In general, BA ⊂   implies .)()( BKerAKer δδ ⊂   Therefore, it follows 
from (2) that .)(})({ FFKerxKer =⊂ δδ  

:)4()3( →   Since })({xClx δ∈  and })({xClδ  is δ-closed, by (3) 
}).({})({ xClxKer δδ ⊂  

:)1()4( →   We show the implication by using Theorem 4.9.  Let .})({yClx δ∈   Then 
by Lemma 4.1 .})({xKery δ∈   Since })({xClx δ∈  and })({xClδ is δ-closed, by (4) 
we obtain .})({}({ xClxKery δδ ⊂∈   Therefore })({yClx δ∈  implies .})({xCly δ∈   
The converse is obvious and ),( τX  is .- 0Rδ  
 Recall that a filterbase F is called δ-convergent to a point x in X, if for any δ-open set 
U of X containing x, there exists B in F such that B is a subset of U. 
 
Lemma 4.11. Let ),( τX  be a topological space and x and y any two points in X such 
that every net in X  δ-converging to y δ-converges to x.  Then .})({yClx δ∈  
 
Proof. Suppose that yxn =  for each .N∈n   Then N∈nnx }{  is a net  in .})({yClδ   
Since N∈nnx }{  δ-converges to y, then N∈nnx }{  δ-converges to x and this implies that 

.})({yClx δ∈  
 
Theorem 4.12. For a topological space ,),( τX  the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) ),( τX  is a 0-Rδ space; 
(2) If ,, Xyx ∈  then })({xCly δ∈ if and only if every net in X δ-converging to y                
δ-converges to x. 
 
Proof. :)2()1( →  Let Xyx ∈,  such that .})({xCly δ∈   Suppose that Λ∈δα }{x  is 
a net in X such that Λδα ∈}{x  δ-converges to y.  Since ,})({xCly δ∈  by Theorem 4.5 we 
have .})({})({ yClxCl δδ =   Therefore .})({yClx δ∈   This means that Λ∈αα }{x                 
δ-converges to x.  Conversely, let Xyx ∈,  such that every net in X  δ-converging to y 
δ-converges to x.  Then })({yClx δ∈  by Lemma 3.1.  By Theorem 4.5, we have 

.})({})({ yClxCl δδ =   Therefore .})({xCly δ∈  
:)1()2( →  Assume that x and y are any two points of X such that 

.})({})({ ∅≠∩ yClxCl δδ   Let .})({})({ yClxClz δδ ∩∈   So there exists a net 

Λ∈αα }{x  in })({xClδ  such that Λ∈αα }{x  δ-converges to z.  Since ,})({yClz δ∈  then 
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Λ∈αα }{x  δ  -converges to y.  It follows that .})({xCly δ∈   By the same token we obtain 
.})({yClx δ∈   Therefore })({})({ yClxCl δδ =  and by Theorem 4.5 ),( τX  is .- 0Rδ  
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